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About This Game
Lifeliqe VR Museum brings Lifeliqe's interactive learning experiences into VR for the first time!
Learn about a cell, join ancient dinosaurs for a walk, or visit a prehistoric settlement that dates back to the seventh millennium
B.C.
These immersive learning experiences empower students to spark light bulb moments. By visualizing scientific concepts and
environments that would be otherwise unaccessible, learners can boost their curiosity and learning passion. Lifeliqe is an
engaging learning world that learners will love and adults will wish they could have in schools when they were kids.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Lifeliqe VR Museum
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Publisher:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 10
Processor: Intel i5-4590
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 3 GB available space
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WOW,this game is great!!!
It captures the very heart of the Souls games.
Not easy but enjoyable. I didn't play much of this. I am really bad at arcade style games and this is about as arcade as it gets.
This is a fast paced jumping and barking game that feels like something you would find in an arcade cabinet. If you like classic
arcade games, you should play it for that. It has achievements and unlocks, which makes it feel a bit more modern, which I like.
And the graphics are better quality than an old cabinet. But I 100% recommend this game even if you don't like the arcade style
and only play a couple of hours and do kinda bad at it (like me!). The art is amazing. Some of the best pixel art around. And full
of jumping doggos, elaborate backgrounds, explosions, weirdness, comedy, more doggos, etc. In short: you need this game.. this
is the most best car game EVER CREATED
. Asked for a refund. Unplayable, the game keep stuttering when I'm try to move.. fixed and i love update good way to unwind. i
hope u enjoy it XDXDXDXD
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This is it. The final chapter in the Enigmatis trilogy. And it ends on a high-note. As in, it is very action-packed, filled with
challenging HO puzzles (even on Casual), and the plot is extremely engaging. And in the end, will you be able to end the Reaper
threat once and for all?. Thank you Duion, very cool!. It's an acceptable action RPG, so I recommend it, but it's a
disappointment compared to Origins\/Felghana. As someone who truly loves the difficulty of this series and plays every game
on the hardest difficulty option, this game is by far the easiest and most un-creative while almost never punishing the player.
The first boss fight is a perfect example, where you can literally just stand at the bottom of the screen and never get hit, and you
can always run back to the bottom of the screen and know you're safe. This wouldn't fly in the other Ys games, you'd get
destroyed if you didn't adapt to every boss attack. It doesn't get much better from that point on and most fights you can
mindlessly rush-down and it's more of a DPS race than it is a boss battle, this is extremely apparent in the final boss fight as
well. As someone who praises the Ys games highly, I can't express how upset this game made me.
*** ONLY PLAY THIS GAME IF YOU WANT AN EASIER YS GAME OR IF YOU'VE ALREADY PLAYED THE
OTHER YS GAMES AND JUST WANT ''MORE'' ***. Frustrating and rarely rewarding.. I have to say that I was honestly
pleasantly surprised by this little gem. The story and characters were very well-written especially as far as indie developments go
in the Point and Click department. I cannot wait for Act Two, I'm really so happy with this one. I enjoyed it far more than I
thought I would. I hope to see more games from Brainchild!
The main character Sydney was lovely to play as, and the other characters had their own charms with vivid dialogue. I'm so glad
to read a conversation that does sound like real people talking. All in all entertaining!
Aiming to get a cute li'l glowing koi fish emoticon.. Very good game and the pro cyclist mode is so addicting, already played 7
seasons, its a bit stupid that level 26 is max cus u dont have a objective after u leveled max. I payed about $20 a year and a half
ago for this early access game expecting it to atleast be playable during its early access release. Here we are a year and a half
later with this worthless piece of crap still not playable because of the irresponsible creators.. Do you like super smash bros? Do
you wish it existed for pc? Do you hate animals? Well this game is just for you!. Although I am terrible at the game I got a lot of
laughs out of trying it. There appear to be many levels to play and you can choose from a variety of vehicles. You are required
to complete levels under a fixed amount of time which is set per level. I do wish it was possible to skip levels but in order to
progress you have to master each level in turn. The options could be more sophisticated. For example, you can turn music on or
off but not adjust the volume. The menus are partially navigable with the mouse, but are meant for the keyboard. Space was
chosen instead of Enter to perform a menu action.
I've created a video of my first 20 minute impression with the game...
https://youtu.be/5qoynK2LcYQ. I love playing this fun game with my brother/friends.
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